
SAUNA CABINS



HEMLOCK (Natural)

TERVA (Hemlock TAR)

HIILI (Hemlock COAL)

Enjoy an authentic Finnish sauna 
experience in the TAIVE sauna

Cariitti is a well-known Finnish manufacturer of sauna 
and SPA lighting, and since 2018 we have also manufac-
tured TAIVE sauna benches and panels. This year, our 
selection is completed with  sauna cabins.

The TAIVE sauna creates a pleasant sauna experience 
for all the senses: the design of the sauna is smooth and 
elegant, the lighting creates pleasant atmosphere, and 
functional air ventilation guarantees nice sauna session 
and good feeling for the sauna bathers. The TAIVE sau-
na combines timeless design, modern technology and 
traditional sauna know-how and creates an authentic 
Finnish sauna experience. 

The collection is made of Finnish birch plywood lined 
with Hemlock or CWP birch plywood. All adhesive 
binding is made with weatherproof D4 glue with emis-
sion class M1. The structure guar-antees very high stress 
strength and low defor-mation from moisture.



Proper air ventilation is an essential part of 
the sauna experience

In well-functioning sauna ventilation, fresh air is led in from above the stove, so that it 
mixes more effectively with the warm air and does not remain at the floor level. This way, 
the sauna bathing is pleasant and there is enough oxygen for a longer sauna session. The 
exhaust air is led out with an exhaust fan under the benches near the floor level. With this 
kind ventilation, the temperature is higher also on the lower bench. The speed of the ex-
haust fan is adjustable. In addition, there is an exhaust air valve in the ceiling of the sauna, 
which is kept closed during the sauna heating and sauna bathing. It is opened only after 
the sauna bathing, so that the sauna is ventilated well and dries faster.

The wall and ceiling elements are 
so-called ”sandwich” construction, 
i.e. the space between the outer 
and inner surfaces is insulated 
with 45 mm non-combustible 
stone wool.



1600 x 1600 mm (63’’ x 63’’)     BASIC BENCH
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HEMLOCK  14 300 €

HIILI   14 600 €

TERVA  14 600 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent. 
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  14 150 €

HIILI   14 450 €

TERVA  14 450 €

1600 x 1600 mm (63’’ x 63’’)     BASIC BENCH

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  14 350 €

HIILI   14 650 €

TERVA  14 650 €

1600 x 1800 mm (63’’ x 71’’)     BASIC BENCH

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  14 310 €

HIILI   14 610 €

TERVA  14 610 €

1600 x 1800 mm (63’’ x 71’’)     BASIC BENCH

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  14 310 €

HIILI   14 610 €

TERVA  14 610 €

1800 x 1800 mm (71’’ x 71’’)     BASIC  BENCH

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  14 465 €

HIILI   14 765 €

TERVA  14 765 €

1800 x 1800 mm (71’’ x 71’’)     BASIC BENCH

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  16 310 €

HIILI   16 610 €

TERVA  16 610 €

1800 x 1800 mm (71’’ x 71’’)     L -DIVAN  BENCH

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness of 
the door, benches and front wall can 
be changed.
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  16 465 €

HIILI   16 765 €

TERVA  16 765 €

1800 x 1800 mm (71’’ x 71’’)     L- DIVAN BENCH

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness of 
the door, benches and front wall can 
be changed.



1800 x 2000 mm (71’’ x 79’’)     BASIC  BENCH
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HEMLOCK  14 310 €

HIILI   15 610 €

TERVA  15 610 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.
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HEMLOCK  14 770 €

HIILI   15 070 €

TERVA  15 070 €

1800 x 2000 mm (71’’ x 79’’)     BASIC BENCH

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.



1800 x 2000 mm (71’’ x 79’’)     L -DIVAN  BENCH
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  16 310 €

HIILI   16 610 €

TERVA  16 610 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness of 
the door, benches and front wall can 
be changed.



1800 x 2000 mm (71’’ x 79’’)     L- DIVAN BENCH
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  16 770 €

HIILI   17 070 €

TERVA  17 070 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness of 
the door, benches and front wall can 
be changed.



2000 x 2000 mm (79’’ x 79’’)     BASIC  BENCH
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  14 310 €

HIILI   15 610 €

TERVA  15 610 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.



2000 x 2000 mm (79’’ x 79’’)     BASIC BENCH
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  14 770 €

HIILI   15 070 €

TERVA  15 070 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness 
of the door and front wall can be 
changed.



2000 x 2000 mm (79’’ x 79’’)    L -DIVAN  BENCH
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  16 465 €

HIILI   16 765 €

TERVA  16 765 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness of 
the door, benches and front wall can 
be changed.



2000 x 2000 mm (79’’ x 79’’)     L- DIVAN BENCH
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Authentic Finnish sauna

HEMLOCK  16 770 €

HIILI   17 070 €

TERVA  17 070 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

In order products, the handiness of 
the door, benches   and front wall 
can be changed.



1800 x 2000 mm (71’’ x 79’’)     EXCLUSIVE BENCH
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HEMLOCK  17 080 €

HIILI   17 380 €

TERVA  17 380 €

The sauna heater is not included in 
the cabin price.
Wood is a natural material and may 
have small branches. Variations 
in shades are also characteristic of 
wooden surfaces.

Delivery include.
The cabin walls and ceiling elements,  TAIVE benches, Sauna Linear LED lights for the benches and 
backrests, a glass wall and door with black hinges, an exhaust fan and fresh air vent.
All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. They are indicative, subject change.

The handiness of the door can be 
changed.



Sauna step standard

Sauna step waterfall

Floor grid

Headrest

Possibility to order customized accessories 
with the sauna cabin.

Standard model steps cover maximum 
dimension 1100 mm x 600 mm 
(43.3’’ x 23.6’’).

Available in three different colors.

Waterfall model steps cover maximum 
dimension 1100 mm x 600 mm 
(43.3’’ x 23.6’’).

Available in three different colors.

Can be customized to fit the sauna cabin.

Material solid wood hemlock.

Size 300 x 300 x 70 mm
        12’’ x 12’’ x 2,75’’



1243 x 1214 mm (49’’ x 47,8’’)   SINGLE SAUNA CABIN
12.9.2023

NIMI PVM

TAIVE single cabini

Hemlock Antti Bragge
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Only available in hemlock shade without treatment.

In order products, the handiness of the door and 
front wall can be changed.

Consists of four wall elements and one roof ele-
ment. Very quick to assemble. The delivery includes 
wall and ceiling elements, TAIVE benches, lumi-
naires behind the backrest, and behind the front 
edge of the upper bench, exhaust fan, fresh air valve 
and glass door with black hinges.

The sauna heater is not included in the cabin price.

6925 €

All prices are EXW Espoo, Finland. 
They are indicative, subject change.



Take note of these 5 things as you plan 
a sauna – a recipe for a perfect sauna 
experience

You can start building a sauna with good confidence when 
the basics are clear. We gathered together five key things 
to consider when designing a sauna.

1. Sauna dimensions are the starting point of the design

The dimensions of the sauna space are the basis from which the sauna design starts. Many people believe 
that a very special sauna cannot be built in a small space, so the design is not being invested. However, 
the smaller the sauna, the more important it is to think about the use of space carefully and choose the 
right products. Rational solutions provide a feeling of space even for a small sauna.

2. The heater is selected according to the sauna size

Selecting the heater is an important step in the sauna design. There are many types of heaters available 
on the market, which differ in both their output and appearance. For example, a small sauna is not worth 
buying a large stove that requires a lot of surface area. Building authorities may also require the replace-
ment of an oversized stove. So you should choose a carefully sized heater for your sauna.

3. Ventilation of the sauna

The well-designed sauna ventilation ensures the best possible sauna experience. The ventilation of the 
sauna should be carried out in such a way that the exhaust air outlets are in two places, on the ceiling and 
under the benches. The outlet on the ceiling is closed during the sauna and is opened after the sauna. The 
best place to replace the supply air outlet is above the stove, where the fresh air spreads along with the 
heat produced by the stove. When ventilation works well in the sauna, oxygen is sufficient and the toes 
remain warm, so it’s longer to enjoy.

4. The best benches are practical and pleasant to the eye

The benches are selected according to the surface area and number of bathers. How many people go to 
the sauna at the same time? Corner benches are popular, but they are usually not the best solution for a 
small sauna. Instead of adding more seats, corner benches actually take up the seating space.
The design and comfort influence on the purchase decision, since the high-quality benches keep their 
value for many years. The choice of benches is also influenced by the need for an embedded heater. In 
addition, when buying benches, you should consider the practicality and hygiene – how easily the ele-
ments can be removed for washing?

5. Sauna Lighting brings atmosphere

Lighting in the sauna creates an atmosphere and can, for example, emphasize the sauna surfaces. Smooth 
and harmonious lighting can be achieved by placing the lights behind the backrest or under the benches. 
You should bear in mind that good lighting also increases the safety of the sauna.
If the building of a sauna is on hand, check out our TAIVE sauna collection and sau-na lighting soluti-
ons, or come to visit our Espoo showroom to see the products.



Cariitti Oy 
Niittyrinne 2B, FI-02270 Espoo, FINLAND 

Tel. +358 9 221 9040, sales@cariitti.com 
www.cariitti.com

Subject to change. We are not responsible for printing errors. The colours of the products in the brochure may differ from the actual colours for printing reasons


